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WEEK

10 words or less about yourself:
Norwegian, 26. Like fishing, skiing, street art and guitar playing.

Something most people do not know about you:
My left pupil is bigger than my right

The New Black in TV / MOVIES:
I have been looping all the Seinfeld seasons for three years now. Never really gets tired of it, still the best tv show to me and works great while sketching.

The New Black in Books:
She uses digital technologies to enhance the relationship between the built and the natural environments. I also enjoy following the NSTRMNT design initiative by Brian Harms that investigates the ever changing relationship between tools and processes of design.

The New Black in Books: If you are (slightly more than average maybe) interested in philosophy check out the movie Examined Life where some of todays most influential thinkers explain their ideas on issues such as the ethics of consumption, nature of revolution and our culture's fixation on individualism. He’s born without legs and arms. He is happily married, has four kids and is very successful as an psychologist at one of europeans biggest hospitals in vienna.

The New Black in Books: (It is hard to tell what I like in these categories cause most of my favorite is Korean)
Book : Das parfume (Patrick Suskind)

She uses digital technologies to enhance the relationship between the built and the natural environments. I also enjoy following the NSTRMNT design initiative by Brian Harms that investigates the ever changing relationship between tools and processes of design.

The New Black in Books:
If you are (slightly more than average maybe) interested in philosophy check out the movie Examined Life where some of todays most influential thinkers explain their ideas on issues such as the ethics of consumption, nature of revolution and our culture's fixation on individualism. He’s born without legs and arms. He is happily married, has four kids and is very successful as an psychologist at one of europeans biggest hospitals in vienna.

The New Black in Books: (It is hard to tell what I like in these categories cause most of my favorite is Korean) Book : Das parfume (Patrick Suskind)

WONSIK HAM

10 words or less about yourself:
Dad, Husband, car Designer, Perseverance

Something most people do not know about you:
Before I work for KIA motor I had run a small design company with my friends, We were introduced on Korean TV show as one of unique company, but bank robbed after all. It’s a sad story, and 9years ago, I was an illegal street racer with highly tuned up hatchback :) The New Black in TV / MOVIES:
Old Boy

The New Black on the WEB:
Porsche 993 turbo, Jaguar F-type, Colnago C59 (road bicycle)

Short Films
STREAMING
Wednesday 2nd of April
12:15 Auditorium
Architecture School

On Wednesday, 2nd of April, there will be a new screening of short films in the lunch break, at 12:15, in the Auditorium of the Architecture School. This week it’s time for a doze of suspense! There will be shown Silent River by Anca Miruna Lazarescu, a 30 min film about two men who are trying to flee Romania during communism. The film won 75 awards worldwide and has been invited to over 250 films festivals, being the most awarded Romanian short film of all times.

The New Black in Books:
She uses digital technologies to enhance the relationship between the built and the natural environments. I also enjoy following the NSTRMNT design initiative by Brian Harms that investigates the ever changing relationship between tools and processes of design.

The New Black in Books:
If you are (slightly more than average maybe) interested in philosophy check out the movie Examined Life where some of todays most influential thinkers explain their ideas on issues such as the ethics of consumption, nature of revolution and our culture's fixation on individualism. He’s born without legs and arms. He is happily married, has four kids and is very successful as an psychologist at one of europeans biggest hospitals in vienna.

The New Black in Books: (It is hard to tell what I like in these categories cause most of my favorite is Korean) Book : Das parfume (Patrick Suskind)
THE WEEK THAT WAS
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Make me!
Łódź Design Festival
 deadline: 31.05.2014
 registration fee 30 € / 270 sek

The make me! competition is a key event of the Łódź Design Festival. Held since the second edition of the Festival, it is now one of the major international competitions for young designers. The competition is addressed to designers, makers, students and graduates, especially from art and design disciplines, who have just started their adventure with creating objects that have the potential to be implemented. In make me! works are evaluated in two stages, by a specially-selected jury with diversified interests. At first, we analyse the submissions and select the best 20 out of them to be displayed in the post-competition exhibition during the Festival. In the second stage, we examine the “real” pre-selected prototypes and select the winner to receive the main prize of PLN 20,000/ 4 800 €.

The key purpose of the competition is to identify and support those young people who are ready to start and come up with interesting ideas. From our 6-year experience, we have learned that those who decided to present something more than just their semester project, or at least made an effort to develop it according to the competition requirements and were qualified to the final, admit that it paid off. All of them highlight the new opportunities opened to them: presence at additional exhibitions and mentions in publications. Consequently, they get better recognition and an easier start in the design community. So go to work and just make me!

lodzdesign.com/en/participate/make-me/

FUTURE VISION
Deadline: 05.04.2014
no fee

SCENARIO:
April 7th 2214. The Earth's population is in decline and resources are starting to become extremely scarce. The air is a thick brown mist. The Oceans are a salty, almost lifeless brine. The ozone layer has become so thin that radiation from the sun is now a constant threat to humans. Weather conditions in some part of the world are extreme. In other parts of the world violent wars have come to a standstill with the knowledge that life on Earth is near it's end. In short, the Earth is used up, and human habitation on the planet will not be possible for much longer. The World Governing Federation (WGF) has ordered that any remaining resources be used only for the construction of massive transfer shuttles which will soon transport people off of Planet Earth and to the newly discovered habitable planet of e176.

Despite rapid progress on the building of the transport shuttles, the toxicity of the air and the increasing radiation mean that living on the surface of the Earth will not be possible for much longer. In order to maintain a healthy population to transport to e176, the World Governing Federation decides that humans must go underground until construction on the 271 transport shuttles can be completed. In order to do this, the WGF must divert a portion of resources to build a fleet of tunnel drillers, known as ROTUAV's. Scientists and researchers estimate that Surface Toxicity Levels (STL's) will be excessive within the next 14-18 months, while engineers for CosTransit, the company building the shuttles have estimated a launch date of 48 months.

Thus entire cities and transport corridors will need to be built in a very short amount of time. Because of this, the WGF has sent out a request for proposal and prototype for vehicles that have the ability to quickly drill and maintain tunnels (Rapid Operational Terrforming and Underground Agitation Vehicles [ROTAUV's]) and help create this new underground world.
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senior designer
specialised in Design Research & Strategy and Color & Trim.
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